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Abstract 

Text feature selection is one of the key steps in text classification, and thus can affect performance of text classification. In this paper, the 

feature dispersion degree of between-class documents is first put forward to measure the feature dispersion between categories (the 

greater its value, the larger the influence of the feature has). The feature concentration degree of within-class documents is then proposed 

to measure feature concentration in the text of a category (the greater its value, the larger the influence of feature has). Subsequently, a 

text feature selection method is presented, which uses both of the proposed degrees comprehensively to measure the importance of 

features. Experimental comparison results show that the proposed feature selection method can often get more representative feature 

subsets and improve performance of text classification. 
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1. Introduction 

 

With the popularization of computer and the development of modern information technology, text information increases 

sharply. Automatic text classification as an effective core technology to process a large amount of text information has 

attracted great attention to academia. Automatic text classification assigns a document to one or more categories according 

to the document content as well as its properties [8]. At present, vector space model is generally used to represent a 

document in text classification model [3]. In this model, the training documents are usually composed of a large number of 

features, and each feature has a certain degree of effect to text classification. However, these features also involve many 

related and redundant features. The existence of those redundant features not only increases the cost of time and space of the 

system, but also greatly limits the choice of classification algorithm and reduces the performance of automatic text 

classification. So, before the implementation of automatic text classification, redundant features have to be eliminated to 

reduce operation cost and improve the accuracy and the efficiency of text classification [1,5]. 

 

In terms of eliminating redundant features, feature selection is a more effective method. It selects some representative 

features, which have a larger contribution to classification algorithm, to compose feature subset [10,11]. The general process 

is to evaluate every feature with scores using an evaluation function, rank them according to these scores, and take those 

features with high scores to form a feature subset to represent relevant texts. 

 

Currently, the feature selection methods mainly contain document frequency, mutual information, cross entropy, 

information gain, 2x statistics, and so on. However, these methods only focus on one aspect of the feature in evaluation 

phase, which makes the selected feature subset not representative [4,9]. So, in this paper, a new feature selection method is 

proposed. It considers the feature dispersion degree of between-class documents and the feature concentration degree of 
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within-class documents so that it can comprehensively evaluate the selected features; the selected feature subset is more 

representative to improve the performance of text classification. 

 

2. Problem Description 

 

In text classification, text is often represented by a vector space model, which involves some basic definitions as follows 

[6,7]: 

 

Definition 1: Text Feature. Text is usually composed of some basic language units, such as words, phrases or a set of 

these basic language units. These basic language units are collectively referred to as text features. Given a text T, which can 

be represented by a set of features, i.e.
1 2( , , , )nT t t t , where

kt is feature and 1kn. 

 

Definition 2: Feature Weights. For a text 
1 2( , , , )nT t t t  contains n features, where 

kt is a feature, 1kn. Usually 
kt

is endowed with a weight to describe its importance, i.e. 
1 1 2 2( , ; , ; ; , )n nT t w t w t w . When features are determinate, it is often 

written 
1 2( , , , )nT w w w  briefly. 

 

Definition 3: Vector Space Model (VSM). Given a text
1 1 2 2( , ; , ; ; , )n nT t w t w t w , feature 

kt  (1kn) can generally be 

repeated several times with a certain order, which greatly increases the difficulty of text analysis. In order to simplify the 

text analysis, we don’t consider the order of 
kt in the text, and only think that each feature is different from others. So that 

1 2, , , nt t t  can be considered as an n-dimensional coordinate system and 1 2, , , nw w w  are corresponding to coordinate 

values. Consequently, 
1 2( , , , )nT w w w  is regarded as a vector of n dimension to represent the text T. 

 

Definition 4: Text Feature Vector.In the vector space model, each text is represented by a vector, whose elements are 

formed by the weights of features and the vector is called the text feature vector. Text feature vector is a feature description 

of the text, in a sense it can fully represent the document. For example, there is a text T of n features, and its feature vector 

can be formulated as
1 2( , , , )nT w w w . 

 

Definition 5. Given a set of m texts, where ( 1,2, , )iT i m  represents the ith text feature vector. The set possesses p 

categories, and then the average vector for the entire text set is as follows:  

 

 1

(1/ )
m

i

i

C m T
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The average vector for k categories: 
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Where 
km  denotes the text number belong to category k. These two average vectors have the relation

1

(1/ )
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k k

k
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3. Feature Dispersion Degree and Feature Concentration Degree 

 

The purpose of feature selection is to find a more representative feature subset, and then use the feature subset to represent 

the original set of texts. In classical linear discriminant analysis, between-class matrix and within-class matrix are two 

commonly used objective functions, wherein between-class matrix describes the dispersion degree between various 

categories of documents, and within-class matrix describes the dispersion degree of within-class documents. Generally 

speaking, the higher dispersion degree between various categories of documents is, the smaller dispersion degree of within-

class documents is, the more beneficial it is for classification system. In this case, the task of the feature selection is to find 

such a feature subset. If the subset is to be used to represent the training set, then the greater the dispersion degree between 

various categories of documents is and the greater the concentration degree of within-class documents is, the larger the 
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importance of feature is. So, the greater a feature’s contribution to the dispersion degree of between-class documents is, the 

more representative the feature is. The greater its contribution to the concentration degree of within-class documents is, the 

more representative the feature is. Based on this idea, in this paper, two kinds of contributions of feature are defined. 

 

Definition 6. Feature Dispersion Degree of Between-Class Documents: It expresses the contribution of a feature to 

dispersion degree of between-class documents, the greater its value is, the larger the influence of the feature to discriminate 

the categories of documents is. It can be described by a formula as follows: 

 

2

1

Dispersion-degree( ) (1/ ) ( ( ) ( ))
p

j

j

i p C i C i


                                                 (3) 

 

Where p denotes the number of categories, and ( )C i denotes the average vector weight of the ith feature in the whole 

text set, ( )jC i  denotes the average vector weight of the ith feature in the category j. 

 

Definition 7. Feature Concentration Degree of Within-Class Documents: It expresses the contribution of a feature 

to concentration degree of within-class documents, the greater its value is, the larger the influence of the feature to represent 

document class is. It can be described by a formula as follows: 

 

2

1 1

-degree( ) (1/ )Conc ( (entrat ) ( ))ion
jmp

j jk

j k

i m C i T i
 

                                                (4) 

 

Where m denotes the number of total documents, and p denotes the number of categories, ( )jC i  denotes the average 

vector weight of the ith feature in the category j. ( )jkT i denotes the weight of the ith feature of kth text feature vector in the 

category j. 

On the basis of above two contributions of a feature, we can get the whole importance of a feature, which can be 

described by:  

 

Importance-degree( ) Dispersion-d Concentrationegree( ) -degree( )i i i                             (5) 

 

4. Proposed Feature Selection Method  

 

According to formula (5), we can design a new feature selection method, which is described as follows: 

 

Input: Original feature vector set and categories set. 

Output: a feature subset Q. 

Step1: according to formula (1), we calculate the average vector C of text set. 

Step2: according to formula (2), we calculate the average vectors of various categories. 

Step3: according to formula (3), the contribution of a feature to the dispersion degree of between-class documents 

Dispersion-degree( )i  is obtained. 

Step4: according to formula (4), the contribution of a feature to the concentration degree of within-class documents 

Concentration-degree(i)  is obtained. 

Step5: according to formula (5), we get the whole importance Importance-degree( )i of the feature i. 

Step6: we select the top P features according to importance scores to form a subset Q and output. 

 

5. Experimental Verification 

 

5.1. Experimental Corpus 

 

In this paper, we select the Chinese text classification corpus of Fudan University as the experimental corpus, which is 

constructed by the team of natural language processing of computer information and technology department, and can be 

downloaded from http://www.nlp.org.cn/categories/default.php? cat_id=16. The experimental corpus contains 20 categories, 

and is divided into the training set and the test set, and each part contains 20 subdirectories. The same categories of 

documents are stored in a corresponding subdirectory, meanwhile each storage file contains only a document. All 

documents are uniquely numbered with the file name. After removing some repeated and damaged documents, only 14378 
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documents remain, wherein the training set contains 8214 articles, and test set contains 6164 articles, without the repeated 

cross-category documents, i.e. one document only belongs to one category. The distribution of documents of the corpus is 

uneven. Among them, there are 1369 training documents for the class Economy of the training set, which has the largest 

number of documents, and 25 training documents for the minimal class. Meanwhile, there are 11 categories whose number 

of training documents of categories are less than 100, and the training set and the test set are not overlapped. 

 

5.2. Experimental Environment Settings 

 

We employ the Chinese lexical analysis system (ICTCLAS) developed by Institute of Computing Technology of Chinese 

Academy of Sciences to carry out word segmentation, and select Weka tool as the experiment platform, which is developed 

by the university of Waikato, New Zealand.  Weka tool includes a range of machine learning algorithms in the field of data 

mining, such as data preprocessing, classification and regression analysis, clustering, association rules, and visualization, 

and can be downloaded from the following url: http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/. We adopt MATLAB 7.0 to 

implement numerical calculation. 

 

5.3.  Classifier and Evaluation Standards 

 

The proposed method is mainly compared with following three feature selection methods [2]: information gain (IG), 
2x

statistics (CHI), mutual information (MI). We use KNN classifier (K is set to 20, and cosine distance is adopted to calculate 

similarity) implement classification experiment. In order to evaluate performance of these four methods with the changing 

number of features, we select the micro average and the macro average as the performance evaluation standards. 

 

5.4. Experimental Results and Analysis 

 

Micro-average 
1F and Macro-average

1F  are calculated under different numbers of features, and experimental results are 

shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. Note that in Figure 1 and Figure 2, the numbers from 1 to 15 represent the 

number of features respectively, i.e. 50, 100, 200, 500, 800, 900, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000. 

The y-axis represents the corresponding average micro 
1F and macro average 

1F in unit %. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Micro-average F1 under different number of features 

 

With the changing number of features, the performance change of the classification model can reflect the sensitivity of 

classification model. As seen from the Figure 1, with the increase of number of features, the micro-average 
1F  increases 

gradually, and achieves a relatively stable level. As seen from the Figure 2, the macro-average 
1F  also increases with the 

growth of number of features but with relatively large fluctuations because the distributions of categories in this selected 

corpus are extremely uneven. From Figure 1 and Figure 2, it can be seen that KNN classifier has the best performance in top 
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1500 features for the proposed method; the micro-average 
1F  and the macro-average 

1F  are about 90% and 80% 

respectively. KNN classifier for IG has the best performance on selected top 2000 features; the micro-average 
1F  and the 

macro-average 
1F  are about 67% and 62%. KNN classifier for CHI has the best performance on selected top 1500 features; 

the micro-average 
1F  and the macro-average 

1F  are about 86% and 74%. KNN classifier for MI has the best performance 

on selected top 1500 features; the micro-average 
1F  and the macro-average 

1F  are about 84% and 71% respectively. As a 

result, the overall performances of these four feature selection methods from large to small are the proposed method > CHI 

> MI > IG. The reason lies in that the proposed method not only considers the influence of the features to the dispersion 

degree of between-class documents, but also considers the influence of the features to the concentration degree of within-

class documents. Therefore, this proposed method is not affected by the distribution of the selected document corpus, and 

can comprehensively consider the selected features. So, the selected features have better representativeness. At the same 

time, MI only examines the existing situation of the selected features in selecting feature phase, and CHI considers tow 

situations of the feature occurring and not occurring, so CHI is superior to MI. Because IG is extremely sensitive to the 

distribution of the samples, if it is used in the condition of the uneven distribution of samples, the representative of the 

selected feature set is poorer. In this paper, the distribution of the categories of selected corpus is extremely uneven, so the 

performance of IG is the worst. 

 

 
Figure 2. Macro-average F1 under different number of features 

 

6.  Conclusions 

 

This paper defines the feature dispersion degree of between-class documents and the feature concentration degree of within-

class documents. Based on them, a new feature selection method is proposed. As demonstrated through experimentations on 

the corpus of Fudan University and comparisons with three classical methods (MI, CHI and IG), the proposed method has 

better capability to select the most representative features, and can be used in some knowledge discovery algorithm to 

reduce time and space complexity. The proposed method not only has application in the text classification, but also provides 

an idea for other text feature selection methods.  
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